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PE-8X16

8' x 16' Pet & Garden
Enclosure



1
(8) Ground Anchor Stakes

Insert (1) Ground Anchor Stake every
 4' on center using a rubber mallet. Leave
12"-18" exposed. Be sure stakes face the
proper direction. Stakes can be set in
concrete if desired. (Optional - Only for
permanent installation)

You will need a rubber mallet, electric drill,
tape measure, gloves and wire snips for this
project

2 Slide (1) post over each
Ground Anchor Stake.

(12) 35" Posts

3 Connect (2) 46" Rails to a Corner
Rail Connector. Add (1) Rail
Connector to each open end as
shown below. Repeat four times. 

(8) 46" Rails
(4) Corner Rail Connectors

(8) Rail Connectors



4 Slide parts from Step 3 over Corner Posts
to the bottom of your enclosure. Secure
into place with provided screws.

5 Connect (2) Rail Connectors to
each side of a 46" Post. Be sure
that the opening faces the same
direction on each end. Repeat four
times.  

(4) 46"" Posts
(8) Rail Connectors

6 Attach parts from Step 5 to the
remaining openings of your enclosure.
Secure into place with provided screws.

7 Connect (2) Rail Connectors to
each side of a 46" Post. Be sure
that the opening faces the same
direction on each end. Repeat four
times.  

(4) 46"" Posts
(8) Rail Connectors



8 Connect (4) 3-Way Elbows to the
corners of your enclosure. 9 Connect (7) Tee's to the center

posts as shown below. Exclude the
center post at the front of your
enclosure.

(7) Tees

10 11 Attach (11) 46" Rails to the top of
your enclosure using a rubber
mallet. Leave only the space where
your gate will be installed open.

(11) 46" Rails

(4) 3-Way Elbows

Attach (1) Elbow to the
remaining post top. Face it
as shown below. (1) Elbow



12 Connect (1) 19 7/8" Rail to
(1) 33 1/4" Post with the
Elbow. Add (1) Rail
Connector to open end of
post facing the direction
indicated below.

13 Snap parts from Step 12 to gate opening. Secure with
provided screws.

14 15 Insert Hinge Brackets into the gate
panel assembled in Step 14. Attach
to enclosure as shown below and
secure with provided screws.

Connect (2) 19 1/2" Gate
Rails to (2) 28 1/2" Gate
Posts using the included
Hinge Elbows. IMPORTANT:
Holes in Elbows must be
facing up and down to
attach to hinges properly.

 
(1) Elbow

(1) 33 1/2" Post
(1) 19 7/8" Rail

(1) Rail Connector

(4) Hinge Elbows
(2) 19 1/2" Gate Rails
(2) 28 1/5" Gate Posts

 

(2) Hinge Brackets



14 Add Support Brackets as
desired along the bottom
of your enclosure for
additional support. Secure
with provided screws.

13 Unroll wire and allow it to straighten. Attach to
enclosure using providing screws. Pull tightly
before each screw to ensure best result. Trim
wire with wire snips as you go, installing 4'-8' at
a time. Enough is provided to cut a piece to
cover gate panel as well.

(26) Support Brackets



Free custom project assistance.
Call today!

(888) 959-4471
www.snapfence.com

 


